A&T Gets Grant

Kellogg Foundation Gives $195,000

A&T Tuesday received approval for its second major foundation grant in two weeks, this one $195,000 from W.K. Kellogg Foundation of Battle Creek, Mich., to strengthen its business and economics program.

The grant, largest ever received by the fast-growing School of Business and Economics, was announced by Dr. Lewis C. Dowdy, chancellor.

Dowdy said the new funds will be extremely valuable in assisting A&T in achieving national accreditation of its business and economics program.

"At a time when the School of Business and Economics is pressing for national accreditation by the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business this manifestation of faith and commitment to our program is even more significant," said Dowdy.

He pointed out that it was the Kellogg Foundation, which awarded the university $200,000 five years ago, which greatly assisted A&T in achieving national accreditation of its schools of Engineering and Nursing and Chemistry Department.

Second Try

Barbee Files For Seat

An English and humanities instructor here is making her second bid for a seat on the Guilford County Board of Commissioners. Mrs. Zoe Barbee filed Thursday as a Democratic candidate for one of the three terms that will be expiring this year.

Mrs. Barbee will run in the May primary. In 1972, she ran very strong against incumbents Robert Shaw and Richard Maxwell.

She finished just behind the two for open seats. She has served on the state board of the League of Women Voters and the Economic Opportunity Council. She is also a member of the Laughlin Memorial United (See Page 2)

Great Change Forecast

Prophetess Communes With God

By Cassandra Wyatt

Some great changes may come to this university and they may be radical. One day there will definitely be integration here. By 1976, there will even be a great scandal here. These are predictions about the future of A&T. They were made by the self-proclaimed prophetess, Pamela L. Petty, a sophomore nursing major from Greensboro. Pamela, who is almost blind in her left eye, claims that her ability to see in the future comes from God. "When a person asks me a question, in turn I ask the Lord; and I simply repeat what He says," she explained.

When Pamela was five it was foretold that she would become a prophet by a friend of the family who also could tell the future. According to Pamela, her first experience in talking to the Lord happened when she was 12. (See Pamela, Page 2)
Barbee Seeks To Serve The Needs Of Citizens

(Continued From Page 1)

Methodist Church where she has been chairman of the Council of Ministries.

In announcing that she would run, Mrs. Barbee stated, "I think it is important that we try to get good representation. There is a need for better communications and a need for more citizen input into the government." She also said, "I feel that I am sensitive to these needs. I have worked with many organizations and would like to serve the people of Guilford County."

Grant Will Aid Department In Hiring More Specialists

(Continued From Page 1)

Kellogg's faith in this special area of efforts to achieve competence has given new impetus to our efforts to achieve national accreditation as soon as possible."

Craig said the grant will enable the School of Business and Economics to hire additional specialists in areas of accounting, business administration, business education, economics, and office administration.

Early the fastest growing program on the A&T campus, the School of Business and Economics currently-enrolls more than 1,000 students.

Foreign Students Give Cultural Extravaganza

It's going to be a most spectacular event." This is the prediction of Lorna Lawrence, chairman for the "International Extravaganza" affair. It will be held Saturday, February 23, at 7 p.m. in the Student Union Memorial Ballroom. The theme of the "International Extravaganza" will be "A One World - We Would Like to Get to Know You Better."

Besides the U.S., several countries will exhibit all kinds of arts, foods, fashions, and folklore of their native lands. Liberia, Ghana, Sierra Leone, and Ethiopia are only a sample of the African countries participating. In addition, India, and Iran will exhibit their cultures too. In addition, the Islands will be represented including Jamaica, Bermudas and the Panama.

According to Lorna, the "Extravaganza" will be the biggest and most impressive event sponsored by the foreign students. Its purpose is to culturally educate the campus and the Greensboro community. It will acquaint everyone with the way people live and the kinds of activities which take place in other countries. Lorna said that this idea is in keeping with the theme-getting to know other peoples of the world better. She added, "It is also to dispel some of the misconceptions about foreign cultures."

The "Extravaganza" will not only serve to educate the public, but it will be very entertaining. Many of the countries will perform folk dances and share some dialect verses.

There will be nine booths on display. One of the highlights of the occasion will be the "international buffet" featuring all kinds of exotic foods. When asked if she had encountered many problems in planning the event, Lorna said, "We have had no great problems." She added, "We were very fortunate and thankful to have the cooperation of the Pepsi Cola Co., several area churches and two foreign embassies."

Craig pointed out that the school has been growing at the rate of nearly 29 per cent per year during the last five years. "Most of the accredited schools of business are usually located at the major institutions," noted Craig. "The achievement of this goal by A&T would mean quite an achievement for an historically Black school."

Craig said that A&T graduates are being widely accepted in graduate and professional schools and are increasingly being hired for management and supervisory positions in business and industry.

Pamela Converses With God

"I would get what the Lord said in the right context," the Lord said. "He told me." She said that she tries never to tell anybody anything that will make him take a negative course in life. Pamela has had some revelations about the future of A&T, Black people, the United States and world affairs.

"I would get what the Lord said in the right context," the Lord said. "He told me." She said that she tries never to tell anybody anything that will make him take a negative course in life. Pamela has had some revelations about the future of A&T, Black people, the United States and world affairs.

However, the Lord said that conversations between her and the Lord got longer and longer. It was not until she was fifteen that she began to have revelations about the future.

She said that when she started prophesying, she was called a little bit of everything. "I made mistakes at first because I would answer questions too fast."

"This will eventually be a beautiful campus. There will be some unrest before 1975 about co-ed violation and other things involving student rights. There will unfortunately be a crime increase."

"Before 1976 there will be a scandal involving misappropriation of funds. It will not be possible to intimidate the persons into not writing about it, she said."

"In times of economic crisis, we should look out for each other," Pamela stated concerning the Black movement.

"For the future, we will be discriminated against greatly especially in jobs; and, because of the job shortage, we will see riots in the streets. We will still see college guys driving cabs."

"Black people should stop looking for one great leader and work for more than one. One who attends A&T now, a man, will emerge as a leader for Black people. I predict our people will have the next ten years as dark ages," she said.

On the national scale, Pamela sees Richard Nixon fighting to the "bitter end" to stay president: "Congress will score a victory in making him give over information. Congress also will proceed with impeachment proceedings." There is no real opportunity, she said, just holding it back. We will never again pay less than 50 cent a gallon for gas," she said.

Pamela agreed with her predictions about international affairs. "There will eventually be a World War III, past the 70's, but before the year 2000. The conflict will be the result of fighting between small countries."

"In the midst of all this the Black man will survive. Africa will give birth to giants and will have quite a commanding voice in the world. The trend of power will decline in the West and rise in the East. The white man will lose his grip on the world."

"Before 2000, South Africa will overthrow its apartheid government. The yellow man is to be watched and reckoned with and stand to call the shots in the world situation in the next decade."

Pamela said that her own life has not been an easy one. She is the oldest of seven children and has experienced tough times economically. She said that she has a rough idea of how her own course of life will be. "I see myself as a leader and having some trouble in my twenties," she said.
Eight African Art Pieces On Show

In Taylor

The H.C. Taylor Gallery is hosting eight pieces of African Art from the Museum of Primitive Art in New York City. The sculptures and masks appear to be in their natural habitat. They give the feeling of life, of having just been used.

On the walls around the Gallery hang colorful and exotic paintings by Lois Jones Noel. These paintings illustrate the influence West African Art had on her painting for the past few years. Mrs. Noel, like other contemporary artists and the early moderns, such as Picasso, Bracque and Leger were greatly intrigued by the enigmatic and abstract quality of African curvatures.

This brochure is beautifully organized and quite descriptive with names of the paintings, a brief resume of Mrs. Jones, a few paragraphs on how to look at African Sculpture, followed by pictures with tribal locations of the items on exhibit.

A two-fold purpose of bringing high school students in contact with engineering and of recruiting interested students.

Among the 20 displays were the talking computer, soil testing laboratory and closed-circuit television of which the mechanical, electrical and architectural engineering departments donated all donated time and effort to carry out the days program.

According to Sharpe, projects for display were also donated by businesses and industry. If you didn’t get to see the exhibits this is an example of what the talking computer might have told you in less than a minute if your birthday was Feb. 21, 1952.

“Once you are alive 803.55 days. Statistics say you have 16070.3 days left. Of that total, you spent 2140.65 days sleeping, 364.26 days eating, 642.84 days in the Johns, 803.55 days working and 3214.2 days studying. So, you only enjoyed 2892.78 days.”

Reading Workshop Conducted
All Day Thursday

The Thirteen College Curriculum Program in co-ordination with the English Department conducted an all-day reading workshop Thursday.

Consultant for the workshop was Dr. Ruby W. Martin professor of reading at Tennessee State University. The workshop dealt with “Strategies for Improving Reading for College Students.”

Dr. Martin holds a B.A. degree in English from Bennett College, an M.S. from South Carolina State College and the Ed.D. in reading education from Syracuse University.

Highlights of the workshop were demonstrations, discussion and group work.

LOVE
ALL
BLACK PEOPLE

IT TOOK HARVARD STEPHENS 200 YEARS TO GET TO MEDICAL SCHOOL.

He was born in a one-room house in Newell, Alabama. The youngest of nine children locked in a cycle of poverty and ignorance that has shrouded black America for 200 years. At 16, he was a mediocre student. But a teacher saw the spark of something greater and recommended him for an Upward Bound-sponsored summer at Talladega College, just 40 miles from home.

All of a sudden, Harvard Stephens discovered his mind.

Give To The United Negro College Fund.

55 East 56th Street, New York, New York 10022.

Dance at East Gym Saturday 9 P.M. until. Refreshments served.

Juniors and Seniors with a 3.3 grade point average or better and who would like to pledge Alpha Kappa Mu are invited to come to Hodgin Hall on first floor Monday at 7:30 p.m.

CIAA Extravaganza Alpha Phi Alpha Cabaret with the Brief Encounter at the Holiday Inn Four Seasons 3121 High Point Road Saturday, March 2, at 9 p.m. Advanced tickets $3.00; at the door $3.25. For Advanced tickets, write to Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Box A-14, N.C. A&T State University, Greensboro, N.C. 27411. Hotel policy will be strictly enforced.

A&T State vs. NCCU Friday, at 8:00 P.M., Durham

Soul Phi Sigma Dance East Gym. 10 P.M. Friday.

Life and Teachings of Jesus a six-week seminar begins on Tuesday, Feb. 26, at 8:00 at the Campus House 1015 Bluford St.

An International Festival in the Union Ballroom, Saturday at 7 p.m. Free.
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A Greater Choice

In a university atmosphere, three major things constitute education—academics in the classroom, co-curricular activities outside the classroom, and social relationships.

And, of the three, probably the most neglected on this campus has been co-curricular and extra-curricular education. Whether we go to class or not, we acknowledge the importance of academics to fulfill our career goals. On the personal level, we recognize that the need for social outlets and satisfactory personal relationships to meet our emotional needs.

But somewhere, in the mid-area between academic and social, we sometimes lose sight of the intermediate fraction which allows for smooth interaction between the two.

This is illustrated on the part of the students in their absence at lyceum programs and indifference toward participating in student organizations.

But, the problem doesn’t end here. A university of this size should have more lyceum programs than the current year has offered with a greater variety. If they had more to pick from, maybe attendance would improve.

More guest speakers should be invited to speak to the University family by both the Administration and student organizations which have the authority to do so.

Now, we’re sure the first rebuttal for increased activities is the traditional one—no money.

We do not expect someone to drop a million dollars in your hands. But we do ask that you give your priorities a second look, and give more emphasis to such a vital element of education.

Psychologist Needed

By Rosie A. Stevens

It has been suggested by the chairman of the now-discontinued Council on Curriculum Improvements that a counseling center aimed at helping students to solve their problems be an answer to the situations students face.

The guidance center now seems to function only to give tests to students, according to Mr. Heughan.

There have been a number of programs here to help students to solve their problems. The Thirteen College Curriculum Consortium, the North Carolina Fellows Program, and other programs have been set up with at least one of their functions to counsel the students who fall within their particular jurisdiction. The Thirteen College Curriculum also offers counseling to other students, along with other tasks of promoting academic achievement.

At the same time, other students get left out of the process. They not only do not have access to personal counseling, but they have very little academic counseling.

(We are speaking here of a type of counseling which the Testing and Counseling Center is not and should not be charged with.)

As a result, the student is sometimes left on his own, to do his own thing and to hope he graduates on time.

If he has personal problems, the situation is compounded.

Those who should be responsible for the situation do nothing, and a situation is passed around like a hot potato, coming to rest only when it gets cold.

One possible solution to the problem posed here is the setting up of a new center for counseling. Instead it would mean the expansion of the older facilities where necessary, with more personnel who are qualified to deal with personal problems.

Possibly a psychologist would be utilized to deal with some of the problems.

There are too many students who are affected in one way or another to let the situation go unnoticed.
White Humanity Is Our Doom

The era surrounding the years 1864-85 was of particular importance in the history of the oppression of Black people. It symbolized both an unconscious and a conscious effort on the part of the European white powers to strip Black people in both Africa and the United States of the small amount of power that they could still exercise.

In the U.S. the bulk of the "Reconstruction Period" had come to a close and Black people on American soil were suddenly depicted with the harsh reality that the hard-won political victories conceived during "Reconstruction", were of no value in a political system founded upon their enslavement and maintained by their continued oppression.

Thus the 22 Black congressmen who served during this era, were quickly and politically dismissed; the Civil Rights Bill of 1875 was declared "Unconstitutional", and Black people again were left to meet with the reality of the quote "He who giveth, can taketh away."

Across the water in our Motherland, our African brothers were about to be rendered powerless by our oppressors - European Brothers. The Berlin Conference of 1884-85 laid the groundwork for the division and control of Africa by the so-called "Great Powers" of humanity, "you-ain't-been-civilized-until-you've-been-white-outlined-boys."

The European presence gave Europe one of the, if not the first, efforts around which practically all of Europe could unite. The invasion of Black Africa under the hypocritical explanations, such as "to spread Christianity," "to civilize" (in this case being defined by the uncivilized) the savages on the Dark continent" and "to fulfill God's will by carrying out the White Man's burden" were actually inspired by the same conditions and circumstances that white folks in America witnessed.

The discovery of Gold in America made the white man forget about a treaty he had signed with the Indians prior to that discovery and, when he did recognize these treaties, it was only so that he could "legally" remove what he had done.

Thus, gold and other natural resources in Africa inspired the rapid expansion into the interior of South Africa. Yet, the spread of "White supremacy" was so slow, we had been long before Hitler came on the scene.

But, while Africa may have represented a unifying objective for Europe, due to the greediness of the European nations, Africa 25 years later would lead to a war among these same vultures.

Still the Union of South Africa was not formed until 1910, and then only after the British and the Boers had fought a war over the control of the land. The Boers occupied this land in 1899 war broke out between these groups; but, by 1902, they had come together and decided to use their energies towards the maintenance of White Supremacy and the oppression of African people.

By 1910 the unification of White people in South Africa was complete as a political weapon by which to acquire or maintain ground for their economic structure with passage of the "Native Land Act". This act restricted Africans to certain areas of land and required that they buy only small lots of land which was already there. The result was that Africans had to move off the land and into the white labor market. I pass the white South Africans (European) had read some of their brothers' books on Indian Reservations in America.

New Place, Old Habits

Editor of The Register:

With access to an impressive new cafeteria, the question that immediately comes to mind is whether or not the new atmosphere will have any effect on the conduct of the students. The new dining hall, with its modern and stately architecture, six stories high and a west lounge. These areas are to provide two spacious lounges to the students. The behavior exemplified in the new dining hall will portray the extent of the maturation of the A&T student body.

By Ted L. Maugum

Brenda Cunnady

Tired of Vultures.

British and the Boers had fought a war over the control of the land. The Boers occupied this land in 1899 war broke out between these groups; but, by 1902, they had come together and decided to use their energies towards the maintenance of White Supremacy and the oppression of African people.

By 1910 the unification of White people in South Africa was complete as a political weapon by which to acquire or maintain ground for their economic structure with passage of the "Native Land Act". This act restricted Africans to certain areas of land and required that they buy only small lots of land which was already there. The result was that Africans had to move off the land and into the white labor market. I pass the white South Africans (European) had read some of their brothers' books on Indian Reservations in America.

Editor of The Register:

Our concern over the lack of attention of the A&T students in extracollegiate scientific activities has prompted us to write this letter. A&T is an impressively strong scientific curriculum; but, when it comes to displaying it in extracollegiate meetings, seminars, and other professional events, our talent science majors and instructors take a back seat because of apathy. We are sleeping while others are manipulating those extracollegiate events to their advantage.

In the spring of 1971, a paper was presented by a fellow Aggie, Thomas Boone, at the Annual Meeting of the North Carolina Academy of Science in Chemistry. To this day I hear on the lips of many professors that Boone should have won first prize instead of third in the contest.

Last spring we attended the annual meeting again. We noticed that A&T was the only Black school present, even though other Black schools were members. It seemed strange to us that with so many universities, no other Black school was there; and even though the Vice-President of our district, the Western Regional Presidency by one vote.

At present it is not only of scientific interest to get involved with the N.C. Academy of Science, but a political one as well. The Academy's methods of selecting officers, committee winners, judges, and other issues need to be brought into the open and changed, if necessary. A&T and other Black schools can gain a significant advantage, politically, if they act now and if they are well organized.

A&T needs more voting power at the state meetings and the only way this can be done is by having other organizations affiliated with the Academy. Every science department should have a club representing them at the Academy. There should be clubs from Math, Physics, Chemistry, Biology, and other departments.

The time can come when we must not let ourselves be washed out of the picture. Events of this nature are very beneficial to students as well as faculty and the school as a whole. There is always good experience gained in being in the presence of such events. We, the A&T Chapter of the North Carolina Academy of Sciences urge all science students, teachers, and organizations to attend the annual meeting by Dr. R. L. Wyatt of Wake Forest University on Thursday, Feb. 28, at 4:00 pm, in Room 100, Hines Hall.

The time for talking was yesterday, but the time for acting is today. Sincerely,

Cecil S. Ford, President

Crisis

Scientific Support For Political Gain

Birds On Murphy Steps
Newark Boys Chorus Captures Total Audience

Patricia Everett
The Newark Boys Chorus, under the direction of James McCarthy, presented a versatile musical program which seemingly pleased the Tuesday night audience of approximately 300 persons.

Ages ranging from 7 to 14, the 32-voice chorus of whom 27 were Black, performed during the first half of the program some selections from the classical works of Thompson, Bernstein, Victoria, Mozart, Smetana, Beethoven, Brahms and Bach.

After a 15-minute intermission, the chorus performed modern songs.

Some of the tunes were accompanied with maracas and two conga drums which were played by three members who hung nonchalantly over their instruments and nonchalantly slapped out the sounds. The other singers rhythmically bounced their youthful bodies to such songs as "I Wish I Knew How It Would Feel to Be Free", "Joy to the World", and "Come See the Sun in My House".

But, the audience was particularly responsive to a moving arrangement of the Gospel hymn "Amazing Grace" which was sung by 14 year old Marion Canty, Jr. Canty received a standing ovation for his performance. In an interview after the program, the well-mannered young Canty said, "I feel funny after singing "Amazing Grace".

"Sometimes the audience makes me feel like laughing because of the things they shout at me—like they might shout "Sing it child" or something like that."

He innocently added, "And, when I go back to my place, I have to keep myself from laughing."

The program ended with the members of the chorus, holding hands and coming down to sing with the audience "He's God the Whole World in His Hand" and "Put Your Hand in the Hand of the Man Who Stilled the Waters". Their director, who was on stage, excitedly bobbed up and down—seemingly as ignited as the singing audience.

The Newark Boys Chorus brought the audience to its feet on rendition of "Amazing Grace."
The Wolfpack might stay there longer than Notre Dame did.

They have a young team who really need to improve in every category.

The JFK administration is responsible for this decision.

To prove that Blacks are catching-up in the sport, the Aggies are receiving, and will continue to receive here in the land of problem s

Working with troubled youth is a challenging but rewarding career.

AAT's team practices not five days a week, but seven days every week.

The forfeit gave the Aggies an opportunity to compete in the Olympics.

AAT's team practices not five days a week, but seven days every week.

The forfeit gave the Aggies an opportunity to compete in the Olympics.

Mike Hailey

"Wrestling in the second most injury-prone sport, with football being the first," stated A&T coach Mel Pinckney in a recent interview. "Our team will spend three days in Poconos City, Md., for the MEAC Tournament to be held at Maryland-Eastern Shore.

Injuries have suddenly plagued the Aggies and, as a result, Coach Pinckney was unable to train the wrestlers in his usual strenuously manner. "The wrestlers will have to possess the desire to win since they aren't in the proper shape," he stated.

A&T was to have tangled with livingstone here Tuesday; but because half of Livingstone's team was out with injuries, the match was counted out of the MEAC title this week-end.

Coach Pinckney said he is surprised that the students have supported him and his team this past season.

Wrestlers' Injuries

Hurt Aggie Training

Robert Brooks

The Intramural Department has three tournaments sponsored for the upcoming weeks in basketball, volleyball, and women's basketball.

Three Intramural Tournaments Set For Upcoming Week

Fayetteville State University, the defending champs of the tournament, will be the host.

If all goes well, some of the best women's basketball teams in the country will be played on the campus.

Thirdly, there will be a volleyball tournament for the women's teams with the Mimeographed, they will be

SPARE TIME BUSINESS

Own your own profitable vending business. $200 to $500 monthly earnings possible in your spare time (day or eve.). NO KILLING. If interested, you will be servicing company established locations.

OUR COMPANY IS A SUPPLIER OF NABISCO SNACK ITEMS.

REQUIREMENTS: $1,000 to $5,000 CASH INVESTMENT, with own machine and merchandise.

Help Wanted!

Married couple with B. A. degree to work with troubled youth in group home. Room, board and competitive salary. Contact Bill Harrington at 929-4337, Chapel Hill, N. C. 27514.
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By Robert Brooks

Coach Mel Groomes said, "The loss of solid pitching should weaken this year's baseball team, but we should be one of the top contenders for the title with Howard and the defending champions, South Carolina State."

There are 17 veterans returning from last year's squad.

Drill Increased

For Students In

ROTC Program

By Coker A. Stewart

Each Thursday cadets of the Air Force and Army ROTC are required to be in their respective drills. Although drill is a non-credit course, it does influence the knowledge and ranking of the cadet. Sgt. Kenneth Ellis of the Army ROTC Program said, "We have increased the drills to two a week, in order that more may attend."

"During drills we instill leadership and discipline," he added.

Lt. Colonel Thurman Deloney of the Air Force ROTC program stated, "We have two drills; we drill outside and conduct drills inside too." Our drills involve saluting, teaching the proper wear of uniforms, coming to attention, and other requirements," he continued.

Col. Deloney said, "When spring begins, there will be more drills on the outside near East Gym."

### Baseball Team Weakened By Bad Pitching

The solid points are the catching infield and outfield. The infield has returned three starters, plus the return of Steve Parsons at second base after an absence of a year or two.

The veterans returning are Aaron Ball and Tony Mooney as catchers, Willie Morrison at third base, Anthony Black at short stop, plus Raymond Perry at second base along with Parsons, and James Myrick.

The outfield returns five players including Ardis "Mr. Clutch" Stanfield, Marvin Dorsey, Reginald Perry, Kirk Groomes and the vastly improved Ernest "Red" Gaskins.

The mound corps is built around Al "strike-out artist Holland and returns David Draper, Rodney Haasmon and Thomas Kimber with newcomers Calvin Norton and Rodney Westmoreland.

The remainder of the squad consists of Anthony Riley, Koltz Summers, James Jeffries and William Medley in the infield with Ralph Brown, Charles Cofin and Stanley Parham as fly catchers.

Coach Groomes also has a new assistant coach He is Kenneth Jones who is a veteran and a student here. Coach Groomes iterated, "Jones has an excellent background and should be a plus to the team. He plans to have about 30 persons associated with the team but can only dress twenty-two in uniform."

The first action for the team is scheduled for March 7 thru 10 at the Spring Carnivals in Florida.

### 1974 TRACK SCHEDULE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>MEET</th>
<th>LOCATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3/7-10/74</td>
<td>FAMU Relays</td>
<td>Tallahassee, Fla.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/23/74</td>
<td>Fayetteville Invitational</td>
<td>Fayetteville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/30/74</td>
<td>Atlantic Coast Relays</td>
<td>Raleigh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/4/4/74</td>
<td>MEAC Southern Regional</td>
<td>Orangeburg, S.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/13/74</td>
<td>J.C. Smith Inv.</td>
<td>Charlotte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/20/74</td>
<td>Norfolk Relays</td>
<td>Norfolk, Va.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/27/74</td>
<td>NAIA District</td>
<td>Statesville</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/3-5/74</td>
<td>MEAC Championship</td>
<td>Orangeburg, S.C.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Work with us.

At Prudential we're investing millions of dollars to improve the quality of life in cities all over the country. Money that helps rebuild cities that are falling apart. And creates new jobs for people who need them. And improves and expands hospitals and clinics. And gives young people a chance at getting the education they missed.

Work with us and you're part of it.

How can you work to build a better society... and build a career in business at the same time?

At Prudential we offer opportunities in marketing management, investments, applied computer technology, sales, accounting, actuarial, and other areas.

As well as responsibility and challenge in a company that's committed to social involvement. A Prudential representative will be visiting your campus soon.

Check with your Placement Office for the exact date and make arrangements to talk to him.